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Walk Route Points of Interest
Route Instructions

Tetbury & District Footpath GroupC

15

6.0 km (3.75 miles)



Description

Distance – 6.0 km (3.75 miles) 

Lane. Pass the entrance
to Chavenage House       and continue for a further 800
metres, passing a road joining from the right, to the
point where the road divides - thus creating the triangle
of grassland which is Chavenage Green.

onto the public bridleway, passing the house on your right.
Continue in the same direction for 1 km on a broad grass
track with the !eld boundary on your right (hedge and
large trees).

Just before the foot of this descent the path curves to the
right and goes through a small thicket; go through the
thicket and a wide metal gate and then turn half left
(about “10 o’clock”), away from the track in front of you.

the main road on your left, walk about 230 metres along
the edge of the !eld to a stile, cross the stile and pass
through a small copse to another stile. Cross this stile
and walk along the edge of the !eld to reach a footpath
sign pointing right, turn right and with the !eld boundary
on your left for 250 metres,      and then, just before you get
to a wooded area on your left, turn left by a wide metal
gate and go down a farm track (keep the overgrown
remains of a concrete track to your right) for 100 metres.
Then turn right through a wide metal gate into the piece 
of woodland and walk down through this wood for 300
metres to emerge through another gate onto a farm
track and turn right.

Turn right, and keeping
a

Go left over the stile, and climb up
the slope through the thicket.

At the top of the slope veer left across three cultivated
!elds on which the Right of Way is sometimes clearly
de!ned through the crop. Curve slightly left (about 
“11 o’clock”), aiming to the left of a large tree in the 
hedge about 300 metres away. Go through a wide gap 
in the hedge beyond the tree and, bearing diagonally left, 
head across the !eld towards another gap in the hedge 
about 200 metres away. After going through this gap 
look for a large farm that you will see more or less straight
ahead. Aiming a little to the right of the farm buildings,
continue in the same line for about 400 metres towards
a gap in the hedge. Through the gap in the hedge a
Footpath sign is visible. Look for the Footpath sign as you
approach the boundary wall and hedge and cross the
bank onto Chavenage Lane.

Turn right        and walk approximately 1 km along this
lane back to Chavenage Green. Refreshments are
available at The Wild Carrot Café near Chavenage House.


